Weatherproof exposed wall surfaces with NEOGARD®'s seamless high performance coating systems that combine beauty with function.

When you compare the total cost of ownership, from application to longevity, it is easy to see why NEOGARD® is the obvious high performance coating solution.

### Exposed Walls can Last Longer with Proper Protection

#### Wall Coatings

Use our high-performance seamless exterior wall coatings over:

- **CONCRETE**
- **EIFS**
- **MASONRY**

### Performance Properties

- Seamless and fully adhered
- Environmentally friendly
- Elastomeric
- Sustainable
- Weather resistant and waterproof
- Breathable

### Product Advantages

- One-piece “customized” finished surface
- Low odor systems, meets environmental requirements
- Accommodates thermal expansion and contraction
- Systems can be renewed, not replaced
- Proven to perform in adverse conditions
- Allows moisture to escape

---

**NEOGARD®**, a Division of Hempel (USA) Inc.
For over 80 years JONES-BLAIR® has produced high performance coating systems to solve problems. These solutions come from our ability to understand and respond to our customer’s needs, and are made possible by our world class lab and manufacturing facilities.

NEOGARD® products protect many of the world’s most prestigious structures.

Industrial products: www.jones-blair.com

For the most current technical information visit our online site: www.neogard.com/literature

YOUR REWARDS

• Protects interior from moisture intrusion
• Less down time during application
• Job-site friendly
• No cracking or splitting
• Reduces structure’s life cycle cost
• Less unplanned weather related maintenance
• Works in any climate
• Keeps membrane intact

CREDENTIALS

• ISO 9001:2008
• LEED® Friendly

*LEED is a registered trademark of the U.S. Green Building Council.

HIGH LEVELS OF SUPPORT

• National network of licensed applicators
• National, regional, and local representatives
• AIA accredited classes
• Guide specifications
• Guides to reducing maintenance
• Application manuals
• Application training
• Customer service
• Technical service
• Product development
• In-house manufacturing
• Warranty program

Call for more information
214-353-1600
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NEOGARD® is a division of Jones-Blair® Company
Some of our clients:

- Caesars Palace
- Johns Hopkins Hospital
- Rutgers University
- United States Government
- O’Hare International Airport
- EDS Travelers
- Centennial Parkade
- Murray Field
- University of Kentucky
- University of West Virginia
- Getty Museum
- Tandy Corporation
- Battery Park
- Marriott Hotels
- Bellagio
- U.S. Department of Navy

Call for additional references